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The study explores the effect c,t th teacher
peonality on the evaluation of ntudents. The personality cunrept
a plied her, internal vs. external control of reinforcement, has
evolved out of hotter's social learning theory; internals (I's) tend
to feel that they control their on destiny while externals (E's)
tend to see forces beyond their control as being factors which
determirv., the occurrence of reinforcement. Female fourth, fifth, and
sixth ijra6 teachers were subjects for the exi:e'_Iment and were
classified as internal or external on the basis of then ccor n

Potter's (1966) I-E Scale. After observing a video-tape of a boy
v2rforming Crandall's (1963) angle-matching task in either an
ascending or descending pattern, they evaluated him as to performance
recall, performance prediction, intellectual quotient, and academic
adievement. Both internal and external teachers exhibited a primary
effect on performance recall. The findings suggest that teachers may
be influenced more by a student's initial performance than b more
recent performance on his part. (Author/ES)
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Female fourth, fifth, and sixth grade teac r wor

classified as internal or external on the basis of t.t__

-es on Rotter's (1966) I-E Scale. After observing a

video-ta 2 of a boy performing Crandall's (1963) angle-

matning task in an ascending or descending pattern,

they evaluated him as to performance recall, performance

prediction, intellectual quotient, and academic achieve-

ment. Both internal and external teachers exhibited a

primacy effect on performance recall.
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fifLh, and sixth (-Trade teachers we r.

ciassifid as internal or external on the basis of thoi.

,icors on Rotter's (1966) IL Scalo. Aftr oservirl

vidon-tape of a boy performing Crandall's (10 angle-

maLcuing Lask in either an ascending or descending pLter:-1,

they evaluated him as La performance recall, performance

prediction, intellctual quotient, and academic achieve-

ment. Both internal and external teacheLs exhibited a

primacy effect on performance recall.



L\ITR(YoUCTIO.\1

A nimbor

Lndt the in lucncL process in the todcher-tudLn,:. re
snip may i)ci a fanc,:tlion of teachers' "oxpocLan"
Lni_ may alter Lho students' academic performance. it: in

suf.jested that students who are expected to perform 0:c11

apparently subjoct to different teaching behaviors end at;

result perform bettor on school related tasks than stldeats

who arc not expected to perform as well. LiLtie attention

has neon given, however, to the question of now expectaLion6

of rile intellectual ability of a student are developed in a

teacher-stude- L relationship.

It seems reasonable that teachers' expectations may

dependent on inferences derived from the perception of

students' actual academic performance or more spec'

from students' pattern of performance. Thus, while some

students may regress in thou rate of school performance,

others may make progressive improvement. it may be that

such patterns of students' intellectual performance predict_wil

influence the formation and development of teachers' expecta-

tions. Common sense might suggest that teachers would to

sensitive to students improvement which implies that

toacnors' expectations are higher for students who improve

than for those students who do not improve but who, in fact,

regress in their school performance.



Social ,;_)sycnc.ogits have dealt with vrious

L-le problem of nc4 persons gain infcmcItion

oth,)r rsaas ci Aerivc. mcaning :!

Lhoir Nbsorvable behavior undor such topics a',-1 "per:,ion

p,_reeption" "social PorPtion", and "impressih format1o:1"

(drown, 1963; heider, 1958; Secor-_ and Dackman, L964).

however, the development of intellectual expectations ns

result of perceiving difterent patterns of intellectual

performance has only recently been investigated (Jones,

Rock, Shaver, Goethals, and Ward, 1968).

The findings of trio Jones st al. (1968) studies seem

to contradict the commonly held assumption that teachers

are aware of their students' progressive improvement in

school related performance. The approach to the study of

causation based on the work of such social psychologists

as Heider (1958) and Jones and Davis (1965) stresses the

stimulus conditions or environmental factors that influence

the formation of attributions. Another means of studying

psychological causation has evolved from the research of

Crandall, Katkovsky and Preston (1962) and Potter (1966),

which emphasizes the relationship between individual

differences in perceived causation, or "internal versus

external" control of events .

One aspect of personal causation which seems relevant

to this discussion is Rotter':, (1966) concept of locus of



control. This personality concept, internal ',...

control 0', reinforcem,L1ht, hs evolved nut of Locill 1_.1,-;

tv,2 .i,_)1,Wf, :LJ-.:A interniAls (I'..,i) Lullic,i l_o

they (-_!nnrol the:,r own destiny, while extcrIla (1)
Lo se force Lic'one their control au beincj the !factors

which determine the occurrence of reinforcomonts (v,,,c011-0,

1056; Rotter, 1966).

having experienced a greater degree of person

causation in their own life internally controlled psons
(I'S) could be expected to perceive the performance of

others differently than externally controlled persons (i.1]!J).

It follows then from the personal knowledge model of -eC rms

(1968) that I's more than 's, could be expected to perceive

others as they perceive themselves rather than be concerned

with external factors. Moreover_ I's might tend =c) interpret

the sequence of benaviors of another person as patterns of

causal relations and thus manifest an apparent recency

effect. The primacy effect noted by Jones, et. al. (1968)

would be expected to occur for E's. E's always showed the

primacy effect in predicting future performance of a person

or in recalling the performance and 'I's tended to show a

recency effect in a recent study by Bartel (1970).

The previous studios with the I-E Scale have not

attempted to apply this personality dimension to teachers

and relate it to their perception of a student's performance.



w:Irtul (1970) had intornal and oxternal female qraduaLo

students in education o_ -e. each other per:iorming ta;

and tiliY ratc each Other. the pront Atudv

of 3arL(=:,.'s (1970) work and an application olT it design

to a situation more closely approximating a c_;_asruolti

situation.



Tho 0

METtIOC,

rimental were 40 female fourth,

and sixth grade school toh,!ners who paid tr,

participation. The mean scori, on Rotto- I- scale Cor

those Ss who participated in all phases of tl e study

6.58, while the median was 6.5. Se obtaining scores beltsw

6.5 on the scale (range 2 to 6, X = 4.20, SD - 1. 9) wt

esigi.ated as internally controlled (I's); Ss obLmLning

scores above 6.5 on the scale (range 7 to 14, x = 7.93,

SD = .06) were designat 1 as externally controlled (E ,

All I's and E's were randomly assigned to one of

two perfozmance pattern cond itiols, ascending (A) or

descending (D). This resulted in ten Ss being assigned to

each of the four cons in a x factorial volvi:

as internal ( ) or external (E ) and performance pattern

of the boy as ascending (A) or descending (D).

A fifth grade boy serving as an accomplice was

videotaped while performing an angle-matchin task (Crandall,

1963) in both the ascending and descending conditions. T- is

resulted in two different videotapes. The same adult male

served as experimenter on the videotapes, as well as in tncl

administration of other 'aspects of the experiment.



C n

,I,ocz_t of Lohtrol:

kale (I-

Rottur's ( int

was used to outaiii tho measures

trol. This s = =ti le i a 39-itm torcd-eholo,

which inci do s six fillur items intended to obscure Lilt-

purpose of t esearcn usiag Lhe i-E Scale na6

c tc-sisi ro and is reported along with reliability uata7

R ttor (1966), Lc irt (1966) , iiersch and -:',eheibe (19(7),

Throop and McDonald (1971) , and J ©e (1971) .

rformanco f rf-rm-__ee recall (P) :score

were obtained from item 2 of the questionnaire for teachers.

PR score for a teacher represents the number of figures

she thought the student had been able to match correctly.

Pert:- mance Prediction: Performance prediction

scores s ained from item 3 of the questionnaire -r

teachers A PP score for a teacher represents how many

figures she tnougiit the student would be able to match

correctly i if given a chance to work on a similar set of

figures of equal difficulty.

Intelligence Quotient Evaluation: Intelligence

Quotient Evaluation (IQE) scores were obtained from item 4

of the questionnaire for teachers. An IQE score for a

teacher represents her estimation of the student's intellectual

ability (IQ).



_ ,

Ac madeic Acrtlevemont Evalua ion: Acaam_Lc.

evaluation (AA) scores were obtained from item 3 of tho

TI-sLtonqalic lur C11.1. Cor u t,2t1,cr

ropre5-ents her cotimato of Lit student's aradeic

mont (letter grade) in scnool.

Other i1easures: Tne question_ .ire ror teachors

included item 1 as a means of determining whether or not

thought the ancie-matching task was highly related to ucniov

mu t as statod in their instructions. A teacher's score

indicated whether she thought tao angle-matching task wat

poor, good, or excellent predictor of acnievemunt.

Procedure

The Ss were admitted to a viewing room in small group!,.

The E: handed them an instruction sheet and informed them as

they entered that there was to be no talking during the

showing of the videotape or afterward. The Ss were seated

in such a manner that they were not close enough to each

other to see what any other person was writing.

The Ss then viewed one of the two videot_ pes of a

fifth grade boy performing an angle-matching task (Crandall,

196 ). One half of the Ss observed the boy in the A condi-

tion and the other half observed him in the D condition. The

two performance patterns used in the experiment are illustra-

ted in Figure



Insert Figure 1 about 1-62r0

As indicatod in Figure 1, the boy wcs prp:dtte,J, Lo

solve" 1 the 30 problems correctly in each pQrLormahco

conditic)rl, but In difforent sogunces.

The tas k. was a revision of can L:r1,111

(1963). The present form consisted of 36 6 x 6 inch whto

cards on which wei-e drawn angles of varying deqrees ci

acuity. Six of these cards won, used as :tandards uiJ wer,,

mounted on a bulletin board placed 8 feet in front of the

coy. The boy's task was to match each of tile romaininri 3U

cards to the appropriate standard as the experimenter

presented these stimuli to -il one by one.

Although the coy was led to believe that earn of the

stimulus cards matched one of the standards, none were

exact matcries . They all fell in size between two of the

standards, and the differences between the standard's angles

were barely discriminable. Finally, the apexes of all tnd

angle n botn the standard and the stimulus cards were at

slightly different points on the compass.

The experimental task was specifically chosen for

ambiguous qualities. The Ss were not able to tell from the

task materials whether or not the boy actually matched the

angles correctly. The E on the videotape verbally stated

clearly whether each match was correct or not correct. The



results of ---; response were also

addition, ea ci; Lot her C record of

LUe -ideotapt:_! own 1. eu-

itsLru tioa shout aril gave a quesLionnd

Lained measures of }Dior f° -anoe re-

vivaliv

L

all (PR), performancu

prediction (PP) , IQ evaluation (1r E)

mont evaluation (A.U).

Upon complo_ting the questionnaire,

the viewin_

!mice achieve=

iota 1.2t

n after the E has asked them trot to (lignuss

the experiment with anyone fc r the next few weeks.

RESULTS

Two-way multivariate analyses of variance were per-

formed on the data from the questio tnaire for teachers.

The results from these analyses of va ian were examind

to determine the effect caf teachers' locus of control (1-E)

and student's for Hance condition (A-D) on the dependent

variables: performance recall (PR), performance p

(PP), IQ evaluation (IQE), and academic achievement

evaluation (AAE) .

Insert Table 1 about here

From Table 1 it

for perf-

p< 01).

clear that there was a main effont

ante condition (A-D) for PR (F - 12.44, df = 1/36,

There were no other main effects nor were any of



the int["`-ractin.s between tear locus elf control (T-L:

students' performance condition (A-D) sigI ificant.

As predicted L's s ed a primacy effect by ratii

tno s tudcnt higher in the 1J performance condition than in

the A per f rmance condition on PR (t = 2.89, e f

.01). tin the same criteria I s showed an unexpected

primcv effect also (t = 2.68, de = 18, p < 05). Tnese

apear in Table ?.

Insert Table 2 about here

For the other three criteria, PP; IQE, and AAE, E's

did not rate the student significantly higher in the D

e=rt=ormance than in the A performance condition. Nor e its

rate Lhe student significantly higher in the A perfor-

mance than in the D performance condition for an c expected

recency effect on any e of the criteria. In a more recent

study the authors have obtained the same results with

male to il crs.

The

more by a stud

DISCUSSION

-s suggest that teachers may bu influenced

's initial performance than by more recent

portcrmance on leis pait. A student who performs well early

on a a tries of tasks cr problems may be viewed more favoraor.

u l toarfors than student who shows improvement in his w



)y performing cttr as he progresses on tasks.

student tuall- regress in his school

eevaluateda hi -her than a student a. s progressed and

demonstrated improvement. This conforms to early findings

Ascn (19416) on the influence of initial informatio n

Perhaps performance pattern is a factor in the

formation and development of a teacher expectancy for a

child. The findings of the study would suggest that a

teacher is influenced more by the initial behavior

child when recalling his performance . Further studies

teacher expectancy could utilize this info tion in their

design and therefore attempt to more accurai:ely determine

the extent to waich a student's performance pattern in-

fluences a teacher's evaluation of him.
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1

DESCENDING PERFORMANCE PATTER (0)

5 10

ASCENDING PERFORMANCE PATTERN(A)

25

Total

1 30)

3 0

Total_

(1-30)

15

FIG. 1. The two performance patterns used in the expe 1-
ment.



TABLE 1

Analysis of Variance Summaries for Teachers' bocus

of Control (I-E) and Student's Performance Condition (A-)

on Performance Recall (PR).

Source df MS

Locus of Control (I-E) (A)

Performance Condition (AD) (3)

A X E

Error

<.01

1 62 1.08

1 7!22 12.44x

1 .22 .39

36 .58



TABLE 2

Mean Scores for PR by I's and E's in the A and D

Performance Condition.

PR

A

D

t

I's

4.8

5,5

2.68*

L's

4.4

5,4

2.89**

**p<.01

all t tests are two-tailed, di = 18


